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Modalità di accesso alle risorse digitali 

su deascuola.it, per studenti e docenti.

Per lo studente:

1  Registrati a deascuola.it come studente, inserendo tutti i dati 
richiesti e seguendo la procedura indicata 

2  Una volta registrato, inserisci il CODICE stampato qui sotto per: 

• attivare l’eBook, seguendo la procedura spiegata nella doppia 
pagina che segue

• fruire dei contenuti digitali integrativi

3  In seguito potrai entrare nella tua pagina personale, inserendo 
email e password (il codice viene chiesto solo la prima volta). 

Per il docente:

1  Registrati a deascuola.it come docente, inserendo tutti i dati 
richiesti e seguendo la procedura indicata 

2  Una volta registrato, inserisci il CODICE stampato qui sotto per:

• attivare l’eBook, seguendo la procedura spiegata nella doppia 
pagina che segue 

• fruire dei contenuti digitali integrativi

• accedere a InClasse e/o ai portali tematici

• accedere ai servizi a te dedicati 

3  In seguito potrai entrare nella tua pagina personale, inserendo 
email e password (il codice viene chiesto solo la prima volta). 

 La registrazione su deascuola.it è unica per tutte le opere del 
catalogo DeA Scuola. 

 Se ti sei già registrato per utilizzare le risorse di altri volumi e 
corsi, non devi registrarti di nuovo.

 Utilizza l’email e la password con cui ti sei registrato la prima 
volta e inserisci il CODICE dell’eBook e delle risorse digitali che 
vuoi attivare, riportato qui sotto.

  Questo codice sarà attivo dall’inizio 
dell’anno scolastico 2015/2016
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STRUMENTI
E SERVIZI

RISORSE
DIGITALI

LIBRO
MISTO

eBook
Fruibile online e offline, integrato 

con tutte le risorse e i servizi

Libro digitale sfogliabile (PDF)
Testo del libro misto in formato elettronico

InClasse
Piattaforma di e-learning per 

l’insegnamento personalizzato

Portali tematici
Aree online per aggiornarsi, 

preparare lezioni, 
contattare autori ed esperti

Estensioni multimediali
Risorse digitali offline 

su Pen Drive, Cd/Dvd Rom 

App
Frasari linguistici, dizionari, 

letture in italiano e in lingua

Contenuti Digitali Integrativi
Esercizi, dimostrazioni, schemi, 

immagini, documenti 
collegati al libro misto

Libreria Digitale 
Archivio online dei libri digitali adottati

LIM
Risorse e suggerimenti per insegnare 
con la Lavagna Interattiva Multimediale

Formazione e assistenza
Corsi, eventi, seminari, 
assistenza online 
e sul territorio

Competenze
Risorse per organizzare 
la didattica per
competenze

Invalsi 
Esercizi per prepararsi 
alle prove nazionali

CLIL
Materiali per la didattica 
in lingua straniera

Minisiti di prodotto
Contenuti web 

collegati al libro misto 

Didattica inclusiva 
Strumenti per una 
didattica a misura dei 
singoli studenti (DSA-BES)

Insegnare, imparare, crescere

deascuola.it
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Scopri e usa i nostri eBook su bSmart, l’App realizzata per dare una 
marcia in più al tuo studio. In classe, a casa o dove preferisci.

È facile. È multidevice.  
È online e offline!
Con l’App bSmart, consultare i tuoi eBook è facile  
e intuitivo. Installa e apri l’App su tutti i tuoi device. 
Scarica gli eBook nella versione integrale, in 
quella base senza risorse multimediali (che potrai 
scegliere di scaricare quando ti servono), o a singoli 
capitoli e consultali quando e dove vuoi! 

È personalizzabile.  
È sincronizzabile.  
È sempre aggiornato!
Scrivi note, evidenzia, ritaglia. Studia con  
i contenuti creati per te: mappe interattive, 
presentazioni, video, esercizi e link a pagine  
web di approfondimento.  
Poi salva le personalizzazioni fatte da te  
e dall’insegnante una sola volta e le avrai 
disponibili su tutti i device che utilizzi di solito.  
Così l’eBook sarà ancora  
più tuo e sempre aggiornato  
su tutti i tuoi dispositivi!

Attiva il tuo eBook  
in tre semplici  
passaggi. 

REGISTRATI A DEASCUOLA.IT  
o effettua il login se sei già 
registrato.
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>>



 
È ad alta leggibilità!
Scegli carattere, spaziatura e sfondo della pagina 
più adatti a una lettura facilitata su computer  
o tablet.  
Ascolta i testi in formato audio, che per i corsi 
di lingue straniere sono letti da madrelingua. 
Una proposta efficace per uno studio sempre  
più avvincente! 

SCARICA L’APP  
di lettura bSmart  
e consulta il tuo eBook.

CLICCA SU “ATTIVA LIBRO”  

E INSERISCI IL CODICE  
che trovi sulla seconda di copertina 
del tuo libro.
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Studia con una marcia in più! 

È multimediale. È interattivo.  
È perfetto per la LIM!
Ogni eBook DeA Scuola ti propone tante risorse 
audio, video e interattive, sempre attinenti  
ai diversi argomenti. 
Usale per lo studio a casa, ma anche in classe, 
insieme ai tuoi compagni e ai tuoi insegnanti,  
con la LIM.   
La tua voglia di conoscere e sapere crescerà  
e ogni lezione diventerà più appassionante  
e coinvolgente che mai! 



Un corso di letteratura che propone un vasto panorama dei brani e degli autori di lingua inglese 

maggiormente rappresentativi. Un’antologia culturale e visuale che affronta il percorso letterario 

attraverso le epoche con stimolanti prospettive tematiche, artistiche, interdisciplinari.

Un percorso didattico che stimola la riflessione e il lavoro sulla lingua e rinforza abilità di produzione 

scritta e orale in vista dell’Esame di Stato e delle principali certificazioni.

LA LETTERATURA 
È AL CENTRO

Imparare a leggerla, ad analizzare 

e ad apprezzare il testo letterario sono 

i principali obiettivi di questo progetto. 

Un ampio panorama di brani nella 

versione cartacea e integrazioni su 

eBook costituiscono il bagaglio 

principale della tua 

formazione in lingua inglese

nei prossimi anni.

ANTOLOGIA CULTURALE

Imparerai a vedere e a 

scoprire le connessioni tra 

i temi, gli autori, il loro stile 

e le principali manifestazioni 

storiche, culturali, 

artistiche, scientifiche, 

filosofiche delle varie 

epoche. Troverai nessi con 

i nodi, i problemi, gli stimoli 

del tuo mondo di oggi.

L’APPROCCIO VISUALE è il 

filo conduttore che collega il 

tuo percorso: si tratta 

dell’uso mirato di immagini, 

mappe, cronologie, video. 

Ovvero della costante 

attenzione a ciò che ti può 

maggiormente stimolare e 

aiutare nello studio che 

questo libro ti propone, 

anche per emozionarti.

Conoscere e studiare una LINGUA 

significa saperla usare e 

comprendere nei diversi contesti. 

Hai fatto tanto per imparare e 

crescere con l’inglese, ora puoi 

usarlo per parlare e scrivere di te, 

delle tue opinioni e del mondo che 

ti circonda. Attraverso il lavoro sui 

testi, letterari e non, questa 

antologia ti aiuta ad esercitarti ad 

un livello più alto e competente, in 

vista degli esami e del tuo futuro.

Visual Analysis

INSIGHTS into Literature è …



All’interno dell’opera troverai:

I percorsi tematici e il lavoro sulla lingua 

A fine sezione inserti di civiltà e attualità sono 

accompagnati da esercitazioni First e IELTS. Il lavoro 

sulla lingua è costante in tutto il percorso (attività, study 

guides, focus on speaking e writing).

La sezione La doppia apertura di sezione e il video 

coinvolgente introducono al percorso storico 

dell’epoca trattata. Il percorso storico è flessibile: puoi 

approfondire in dettaglio, oppure focalizzarti sul video, 

sulle parole chiave, sugli eventi principali già studiati e 

sul Context Insight che focalizza i nodi principali 

dell’epoca attraverso una linea temporale interattiva 

di eventi storici, artistici, scientifici e letterari. 

I moduli all’interno delle sezioni introducono autori e 

opere letterarie dalle origini ai nostri giorni. Tutti i brani, 

con ampio apparato didattico, sono disponibili anche in 

versione audio. A fine modulo una mappa di sintesi, 

accompagnata da una breve clip video, aiuta a fissare i 

concetti principali e a fare collegamenti ulteriori.

William Blake (1757-1827)
“The world of imagination is the world of eternity.”

From a very early age Blake showed great 

imagination and a gift for sketching. He did not 

receive a formal education, but at the age of ten, 

he entered a drawing school and four years later 

he became an apprentice to an engraver. He 

worked there until 1779, when he started studying 

at the Royal Academy, which meant that he could 

draw from models and attend lectures and 

exhibitions for six years. After marrying an illiterate 

woman named Catherine Boucher, in 1782, 

Blake began teaching her how to read, write, and 

produce drafts so that they could work together 

to publish and illustrate Blake’s literature. During 

this period he also began to experiment with 

poetry, publishing his first work, Poetical 

Sketches, in 1783. His profession as an engraver, 

which he carried on throughout his life, put him 

into contact with the influential publisher Joseph 

Johnson (1738-1809) with whom he worked for 

nearly twenty years. Thanks to him Blake met 

many thinkers and artists and became acquainted 

with radical ideas in different fields, as well as with 

the ideals of the French Revolution.

Blake believed in the potential of arts for 

changing people’s minds. He believed that 

poetry, in particular, could challenge his readers 

to move away from passive conformism to 

political or religious ideologies. He developed 

his theory of contraries, psychic or mental 

opposites which can coexist in the mind and 

produce unlimited energy and heightened 

perception. Good and evil, purity and 

corruption, innocence and experience can be 

found in the heart of man and cannot be 

separated. Both good and evil, for example, 

have to be accepted rather than fought as they 

contrast and complement each other, creating 

energy, progress and change.

Blake further elaborated his ideas in his works 

Songs of Innocence (1789), The Marriage of 

Heaven and Hell (1790-1793), and Songs of 

Innocence and of Experience Shewing the Two 

Contrary States of the Human Soul (1794). As 

one of his characters says: ‘I must Create a 

System or be enslaved by another Man’s.’

At the time of his death, Blake was known more 

as a painter than as a poet but his poetical 

work was increasingly appreciated by 

successive authors, while his visions and 

mythologies, and his insistence on the creative 

power of imagination have been an inspiration 

for many artists, writers and singers.

1757 He was born in London. 

1772-1779 He was an apprentice engraver in London. 

1779-1785 He attended the Royal Academy.

1782 He married Catherine Boucher, who helped him in his activity as a painter for the 

rest of his life.

1783 His first collection of poems, Poetical Sketches, was published. 

1789 Songs of Innocence was published. 

1790-1793 The Marriage of Heaven and Hell was published. 

1791 He illustrated Erasmus Darwin’s The Botanic Garden.

1794 Songs of Innocence and of Experience was published. 

1797 Vala or the Four Zoas was published. 

1804-1820 The two last ‘prophetic poems’ Milton and Jerusalem were published.

1827 He died in London.

Section 3
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William Wordsworth

Nature and emotion

Changing landscape Changing role of imaginationFirst wave of industrialisation

Nature and Imagination

History and Culture

William Blake
Imagination

John Keats

The contemplation of beauty

Climate Summit

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
The supernatural

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Nature and freedom

Watch the CLIP and draw your map. 

Then go to ROUTE 1 (> p. 380) to explore the relationship between the 

individual and nature and prepare for First Certificate in English (> p. 382).

Comparing and contrasting. Compare Wordsworth’s notion of poetry with Shelley’s and point out 

differences and similarities. Focus on the role of nature in their poems and their stylistic choices (> 

Study Guide p. 156).

Focus ON writing

Mapping Module 1
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Like signposts for human ambitions, frontiers have always been seen as imaginary borders to be 

reached or pushed forward. Once the American pioneers went west, while today they fly up into 

the infinite sky.

JFK Asks Congress to Support the Space Program
On May 25, 1961, President John F. Kennedy announced to Congress his goal 

of sending an American to the moon by the end of the decade and asked for 

financial support for an accelerated space program. He made the task a 

national priority and a mission which all Americans would participate, stating 

that it would not be one man going to the moon, it would be an entire nation.

On April 12, 1961, the Soviet Union had become the first country to send a 

man into space with the successful mission of Yuri Gagarin in the spacecraft 

Vostok 1. At that time, the U.S. and the Soviet Union were involved in an arms 

race. Not to be outdone by America’s Cold War rivals, President Kennedy 

promised in 1961 to support an American space program that would eventually 

dwarf the Soviet agenda in technological achievements and investment.

In a speech before Congress on May 25, JFK linked the need for a space strategy 

with the political and economic battle between democracy and communism. He 

urged Congress to mobilize financial resources to speed up the steps of the 

space program’s progress, insisting that America should go into space because 

whatever mankind must undertake, free men must fully share.

Kennedy’s vision did not become reality until six years after his assassination 

in 1963.

Men Walk on Moon

Astronauts Land On Plain, Collect Rocks, Plant Flag

Houston, Monday, July 21 – 

Men have landed and walked on 

the moon.

Two Americans, astronauts of 

Apollo 11, steered their fragile 

four-legged lunar module1 safely 

and smoothly to the historic 

landing yesterday at 4:17:40 

p.m., Eastern daylight time.

Neil A. Armstrong, the 38-year-

old civilian commander, radioed 

to Earth and the mission control 

room here:

“Houston, Tranquility Base here. 

The Eagle has landed.”

The first men to reach the moon 

– Mr. Armstrong and his co-pilot, 

Col. Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. of the 

Air Force – brought their ship to 

rest on a level, rock-strewn2 plain 

near the southwestern shore of 

the arid Sea of Tranquility.

About six and a half hours 

later, Mr. Armstrong opened the 

landing craft’s hatch3, stepped 

slowly down the ladder and 

declared as he planted the first 

human footprint on the lunar 

surface:

“That’s one small step for man, 

one giant leap for mankind.”

His first step on the moon came 

at 10:56:20 p.m., as a television 

camera outside the craft 

transmitted his every move to an 

awed4 and excited audience of 

hundreds of millions of people 

on earth.

Adapted from Nasa

By John Noble Wilford – Special to The New York Times (21 July 1969)

1 module: an independent self-contained unit of a 

spacecraft (here called ‘The Eagle’).

2 rock-strewn: covered in rocks.

3 hatch: door.

4 awed: filled with wonder.

ROUTE 2   Frontiers: Ad Infinitum

NASA Announces That 
Humans Are Headed 
to Mars in the 2030s
NASA is developing the capabilities needed to 

send humans to Mars in the 2030s.

Mars is a rich destination for scientific discovery 

and robotic and human exploration as we expand 

our presence into the solar system. Its formation 

and evolution are comparable to Earth, helping us 

learn more about our own planet’s history and 

future. Mars had conditions suitable for life in its 

past. 

While robotic explorers have studied Mars for 

more than 40 years, NASA’s path for the human 

exploration of Mars begins in low-Earth orbit1 

aboard the International Space Station. Astronauts 

on the orbiting laboratory are helping us prove 

many of the technologies and communications 

systems needed for human missions to deep 

space, including Mars. The space station also 

advances our understanding of how the body 

changes in space and how to protect the 

‘astronauts’ health.

Our next step is deep space, where NASA will 

send a robotic mission to capture and redirect an 

asteroid to orbit the moon. Astronauts aboard the 

Orion spacecraft will explore the asteroid in the 

2020s, returning to Earth with samples. This 

experience in human spaceflight beyond low-

Earth orbit will help NASA test new systems and 

capabilities, which we’ll need to send cargo as 

part of human missions to Mars. A fleet of robotic 

spacecraft and rovers2 already are on and around 

Mars, dramatically increasing our knowledge of 

the Red Planet and paving the way for future 

human explorers. Engineers and scientists around the country are working hard to develop the 

technologies astronauts will use to one day live and work on Mars, and safely return home from the 

next giant leap for humanity.

1 Read the texts and answer the following questions.

1 Why did President Kennedy promote the first American space programme? 

2 How did Armstrong define his first step on the moon? 

3 Why is the study of life on Mars so vital for scientists? 

4 What is the importance of the activity of the Orion spacecraft? 

2 Focus ON speaking. Surf the net for more information on current human spaceflight 

missions, choose one and prepare a short presentation about it to be shared with the class.

1 low-Earth orbit: 

(or LEO) is a orbit 

around the Earth at 

a distance between 

4 and 1,000 miles 

from its surface.

2 rovers: vehicles for 

driving over extra-

terrestrial terrain.
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1. The Marriage Settlement

(1743, oil on canvas, National Gallery of Art, London)

Focus ON the painting

1 What is the setting of the scene? 

2 Where is the bride? What is she doing? 

3 Where is the bridegroom? What is he doing? 

4 What does the position of the betrothed suggest 

about their relationship? What does it reveal about 

their attitude towards what is happening? 

5 Who do you think the men at the table are? Can you 

guess what they are doing? 

6 Which of the two men is the aristocrat? Why? 

7 How does Hogarth suggest that the marriage is 

primarily a financial transaction? 

8 What do you think the two chained dogs represent?

LITERARY LINK

9 Think about authors of the same period as Hogarth 

that you have studied and give examples of their 

ways of criticising the society they lived in.

10 Which lines from a text you have read (> p. 234, 

240, 244) can ironically express the criticism against 

the practice of changing one’s social status through 

marriage?

Hogarth painted a narrative series of six scenes to show the hypocrisy and danger of marriages 

arranged for money. These pictures were part of his production on ‘modern moral subjects’. The story 

was inspired by a contemporary news story: the marriage between the son of bankrupt aristocrat and 

the daughter of a wealthy merchant which ended in tragedy. The narrative starts with the signing of the 

contract and closes with the murder of the son at the hand of his wife’s lover and the subsequent 

suicide of the daughter after the execution of her lover. This is the first scene, where the marriage is 

arranged. N Art Kit

William Hogarth 

(1697-1764)

He was the 

outstanding painter 

of the early 18th 

century. He used 

his work not only to 

describe but to 

criticise the society 

of his day. 

Visual Analysis

247

Crossing over... LiteraturesCrossing over... Art    Marriage à la mode

Hogarth painted a narrative series of six scenes to show the hypocrisy and danger of marriages 

arranged for money. These pictures were part of his production on ‘modern moral subjects’. The story 

was inspired by a contemporary news story: the marriage between the son of bankrupt aristocrat and 

the daughter of a wealthy merchant which ended in tragedy. The narrative starts with the signing of the 

contract and closes with the murder of the son at the hand of his wife’s lover and the subsequent 

suicide of the daughter after the execution of her lover. This is the first scene, where the marriage is 
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Director:
John Madden

Script:
Tom Stoppard

Cast:
Joseph Fiennes, 

Gwyneth Paltrow,  

Colin Firth,  

Judi Dench, 

Geoffrey Rush

Shakespeare in Love

(USA, 1998)

Synopsis
The film, whose screenplay was written by 

dramatist Tom Stoppard, portrays events of 

Shakespeare’s life mingling fiction with 

history and anachronisms.

At the beginning of the movie the 

playwright has lost his inspiration and 

cannot proceed with the play he is working 

on, a comedy entitled Romeo and Ethel, 

the Pirate’s Daughter. After he meets and 

falls in love with beautiful Viola de Lesseps, 

he can start writing again and gives life to 

Romeo and Juliet. However, the 

relationship between Shakespeare and 

Viola is impossible since she is betrothed 

to Lord Wessex, who has a title but no 

money, while Viola’s family are well-off but 

not noble. Viola loves acting and disguised 

as a man, as the stage is forbidden to 

women, she is cast in the role of Romeo in 

the play which Shakespeare is setting up 

with his company. Despite conventions 

and Viola’s engagement, the two young 

people manage to enjoy their love secretly 

until she is eventually compelled to get 

married to Lord Wessex and leave for 

Virginia where he has plantations. 

After a successful performance of Romeo 

and Juliet, the two lovers say goodbye to 

each other 

forever and Will 

starts writing a 

comedy required 

by the queen to 

celebrate Twelfth 

Night (Epiphany) 

and decides to 

name the female 

character Viola.

1 After reading the basic storyline of the 

movie, outline similarities and differences 

between Romeo and Juliet’s love story in 

Shakespeare’s tragedy and Viola and 

Will’s in the movie Shakespeare in Love.  

2 After meeting Viola de Lesseps at the ball, 

Will wanders in her garden and sees her 

on her bedroom balcony. Watch the clip 

and outline the similarities with What’s in a 

Name (> p. 119). 

1 The setting of the scene (place, time of 

the day, situation of the two young 

people). 

2 Will’s attitude to Viola and Romeo’s to 

Juliet. 

3 Viola’s attitude to Will and Juliet’s to 

Romeo.

3 Describe the end of the scene and define 

the effect created. 

Crossing over... Cinema

•   eBook  Video del panorama storico-culturale di ogni sezione, video delle mappe di sintesi per ogni modulo, 

video di analisi d’opere d’arte, video di civiltà, spezzoni cinematografici, audio dei testi letterari, attività interattive, 

linee del tempo, gallerie immagini, testi letterari supplementari, materiali di approfondimento e test per la preparazione alle 

certificazioni esterne First e IELTS. Inoltre, quattro eBook dei Readers Black Cat scaricabili.

•  InClasse  La nuova piattaforma con tante attività per mettersi alla prova e verificare il livello di conoscenza dell’inglese.
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10

The Dog Was Dead

Mark Haddon
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time (2003), Chapters 2-3

Text 1

The following extract is the opening of the novel. The narrator and protagonist, who 

is a boy with a disability, tells the episode from which the narration develops.

2

It was 7 minutes after midnight. The dog was lying on the grass in the middle of the lawn 

in front of Mrs. Shears’s house. Its eyes were closed. It looked as if it was running on 

its side, the way dogs run when they think they are chasing a cat in a dream. But the 

dog was not running or asleep. The dog was dead. There was a garden fork sticking 

out of the dog. The points of the fork must have gone all the way through the dog and 

into the ground because the fork had not fallen over. I decided that the dog was 

probably killed with the fork because I could not see any other wounds in the dog and 

I do not think you would stick a garden fork into a dog after it had died for some other 

reason, like cancer, for example, or a road accident. But I could not be certain about 

this. I went through Mrs. Shears’s gate, closing it behind me. I walked onto her lawn 

and knelt beside the dog. I put my hand on the muzzle1 of the dog. It was still warm. 

The dog was called Wellington. It belonged to Mrs. Shears, who was our friend. She 

lived on the opposite side of the road, two houses to the left. Wellington was a poodle.2 

Not one of the small poodles that have hairstyles but a big poodle. It had curly black fur, 

but when you got close you could see that the skin underneath3 the fur was a very pale 

yellow, like chicken. I stroked4 Wellington and wondered who had killed him, and why.

3

My name is Christopher John Francis Boone. I know all the countries of the world and 

their capital cities and every prime number up to 7,057. Eight years ago, when I first met 

Siobhan, she showed me this picture

02

C
D

 1

1 muzzle: part of an animal corresponding to 

human face.

2 poodle: kind of dog; it. barboncino.

3 underneath: under.

4 stroked: caressed.

5

10

15

Focus ON the text

1 Read the text and do the activities.

1 Complete the information about the setting, i.e. the time and place of a story.

Time: 00.07 Place: ..............................

2 Fill in the chart with the information about the dog.

Dog’s name 

Owner 

Dog’s description 

Cause of death

10
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POINT OF VIEW

11

and I knew that it meant “sad”, which is what I felt when I found the dead dog.

Then she showed me this picture

and I knew that it meant “happy”, like when l’m reading about the Apollo space 

missions, or when I am still awake at 5 a.m. or 4 a.m. in the morning and I can walk 

up and down the Street and pretend that I am the only person in the whole world 

Then she drew some other pictures

but I was unable to say what these meant.

I got Siobhan to draw lots of these faces and then write down next to them exactly 

what they meant. I kept the piece of paper in my pocket and took it out when I didn’t 

understand what someone was saying. But it was very difficult to decide which of the 

diagrams was most like the face they were making because people’s faces move very 

quickly.

When I told Siobhan that I was doing this, she got out a pencil and another piece of 

paper and said it probably made people feel very

and then she laughed. So I tore5 the original piece of paper up and threw it away. And 

Siobhan apologized. And now if I don’t know what someone is saying, I ask them what 

they mean or I walk away.

5 tore up: lacerated

20

 

 

25 

 

 

30 

 

 

35 

3 What is the narrator’s name? 

4 How did he react to the dog’s death? 

5 When does he feel happy? 

6 What did Siobhan draw for him when they first met?

7 Why was it not helpful? 

8 What does Christopher do when he does not know what someone is saying? 

Focus ON speaking

2 Bearing in mind the title, try to predict what the rest of the novel is about.

Fiction
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LITERARY GENRES

Literary texts are usually classified into genres according to the features they share in terms 

of structure and technique used. When they write a text, authors may follow the code of a 

literary genre, i.e. the rules for writing, or they may want to break some of those rules to 

make some innovation.

Critics classify literary texts into three major genres: Fiction, Drama and Poetry, each of 

them with different characteristics. In the following pages the main features of these literary 

genres will be introduced, along with the tools needed to read and interpret the different 

literary texts, that is, to produce meaning.

THE NARRATIVE

Fiction refers to novels and short stories involving a narrative. Meaning is structured in the 

form of a story: the sequence of the events in chronological order.

The narrative develops according to a plot in which the events are given in some kind 

of temporal order depending on the effect the author wants to achieve. In detective 

stories, for example, the discrepancy between story and plot is crucial to keep the suspense 

until the end.

THE NARRATOR

Novels and short stories are told by a narrator, who speaks in the first-person or third-

person, and who may or may not be the same as the author.  

w   The internal narrator 

The first-person narrator or internal narrator, acts as an eye witness within the story 

and narrates the events from a fixed viewpoint. She/He may be the protagonist or an 

observer who reports someone else’s story or both (> Text 1). In other novels, the first-

person narrator may tell the story more explicitly (> Text 2). The first-person narrator may 

even address the readers directly as in the last chapter of Jane Eyre, (1847), by C. Brontë, 

(>  p. B23): 

Reader, I married him.  A quiet wedding we had: he and I, the parson and clerk, were alone 

present. When we got back from church, I went into the kitchen of the manor-house, where 

Mary was cooking the dinner and John cleaning the knives, and I said — “Mary, I have been 

married to Mr. Rochester this morning.”

English traditional 

manor-house with 

garden.

12
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When first-person narrators report events they have not witnessed but have been told by 

other characters, the narrative levels multiply. Different viewpoints are introduced while 

the narration functions as a filter (> Text 3).

w   The external narrator

The third-person narrator or external narrator is outside the story and may be 

distinguished between omniscient and non-omniscient.

w   Omniscient narrator

The omniscient narrator knows everything about the events and the characters, has access 

to their minds and reports their thoughts. If she/he directly addresses the readers, talks 

about her/his work, expresses her/his attitudes and feelings about the events and the 

characters, she/he can be defined as intrusive, whereas if she/he reports the actions and 

the characters’ thoughts without commenting on them or appealing to the reader, she/he 

can be defined as unobtrusive or impersonal. 

Third-person omniscient narrators (intrusive or unobtrusive) are typical of novels written in 

the XVIII and XIX centuries (> Texts 4 and 5). The narrators of novels written at the end of 

the XIX century and at the beginning of the XX century tend, instead, to withdraw from an 

omniscient position to leave room to the characters, whose points of view become 

predominant. This kind of narrator can be found in novels by Henry James, Virginia Woolf 

(> p. B136) and James Joyce (>  p. B151). Omniscient narrators may appear again in post 

modernist fiction  as a way to draw attention to the process of writing itself as an artifice.

w   Non-omniscient narrator

The non-omniscient narrator has limited knowledge of events,the characters’ action and 

words does not have access to the minds or feelings of the characters and generally 

reports the events as an objective observer (> Text 6). In this case the narrator may show 

only a part of the story and let the reader imagine the development of the plot.

w   The unreliable narrator

Another kind of narrator, which may be in first-person or in third-person, is the unreliable 

narrator who leads the reader to make wrong assumptions about the development of the 

plot. This narrative voice is common in detective stories so as to reach the twist in tale effect 

at the end of the narration.

Genre

GLOSSARY

Story

Plot

First-person narrator 

Third-person narrator

Viewpoint

Fiction
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TRAINING KIT

Text 1 • First-person narrator and character presentation

1 Read text 1 (> p. 10) and answer the questions.

1 What does the reader learn about the first-person narrator? 

2 Point out the elements of the story which suggest that the narrator is a child. 

3 What do you think will be Siobhan’s role in the story?

4 What conclusions can the reader draw about the narrator? 

5 Read the definition of first-person narrator again and try to guess if in this case the 

narrator, Christopher, is the protagonist of the story, an observer or both?

2 Now complete the text with the words given below.

relationship • setting • narrate • events • perspective • 

incident • protagonist • viewpoint

In the opening lines of this novel the first-person narrator introduces the …………… 

and recounts events from his …………… conveying information about himself and the 

episode he wants to …………… . The novel starts with the discovery of the dead dog, 

the catalyst, i.e. the …………… which triggers the action of the story: Christopher trying 

to find out who killed the dog and why. In this novel the first-person narrator is both the 

…………… and an observer. Throughout the narration the reader understands from 

what Christopher says about himself and his …………… with other people that he 

suffers from a sort of autism, which causes him communication problems. Because of 

Christopher’s disability, the narrator’s …………… is restricted. He describes things he 

cannot himself understand while the reader can make sense of the …………… narrated.

Text 2 • Explicit first-person narrator  

3 Read the beginning of Robinson Crusoe (1719), by Daniel Defoe (> p. 210) and 

answer the questions.

I was born in the year 1632, in the city of York, of a good family, though not of 

that country, my father being a foreigner of Bremen, who settled first at Hull.  He 

got a good estate1 by merchandise2, and leaving off his trade, lived afterwards at 

York, from whence3 he had married my mother, whose relations were named 

Robinson, a very good family in that country, and from whom I was called 

Robinson Kreutznaer; but, by the usual corruption of words in England, we are 

now called – nay we call ourselves and write our name – Crusoe; and so my 

companions always called me.

I had two elder brothers, one of whom was lieutenant-colonel to an English 

regiment of foot in Flanders, formerly commanded by the famous Colonel 

Lockhart, and was killed at the battle near Dunkirk against the Spaniards. What 

became of my second brother I never knew, any more than my father or mother 

knew what became of me.

1 What does the reader learn about the first-person narrator?

2 Point out the elements of the story which suggest that the narrator is a very 

meticulous person.

MP3

5

10

1 estate: landed 

property.

2 merchandise: 

trade.

3 whence: from that 

place.
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Text 3 • First-person narrator – Different viewpoints  

4 Read the following extract from Wuthering Heights (1847), by E. Brontë (> p. 354) 

and answer the questions.

In the following extract Mr Lockwood, the first-person narrator, asks Ellen Dean, who 

is usually called Nelly, to tell him the story of the families living in the house called 

Wuthering Heights, where she has been working as a governess for a long time.

The worthy woman bustled off1, and I crouched nearer the fire; my head felt hot, 

and the rest of me chill: moreover, I was excited, almost to a pitch2 of foolishness, 

through my nerves and brain. This caused me to feel, not uncomfortable, but 

rather fearful (as I am still) of serious effects from the incidents of today and 

yesterday. She returned presently, bringing a smoking basin and a basket of work; 

and, having placed the former on the hob3, drew in her seat, evidently pleased to 

find me so companionable.

Before I came to live here, she commenced – waiting no farther invitation to her 

story – I was almost always at Wuthering Heights; because my mother had nursed 

Mr. Hindley Earnshaw, that was Hareton’s father, and I got used to playing with 

the children: I ran errands4 too, and helped to make hay, and hung about the farm 

ready for anything that anybody would set me to. 

1 Underline the first-person pronouns and possessive adjectives.

2 Decide which are referred to Mr Lockwood and which to Nelly.

Text 4 • Third-person omniscient narrator – unobtrusive
and character presentation  

5 Read the following extract from Pride and Prejudice (1813), by Jane Austen

(> p. 238) and answer the questions.

Mr. Bennet was so odd a mixture of quick parts, sarcastic humour, reserve, and 

caprice, that the experience of three-and-twenty years had been insufficient to 

make his wife understand his character. Her mind was less difficult to develop. 

She was a woman of mean understanding, little information, and uncertain 

temper. When she was discontented, she fancied herself nervous. The business 

of her life was to get her daughters married; its solace was visiting and news.

1 Which features of the third-person narrator can be found in the text? Choose one 

or more from the following.

a  The narrator presents all the main features of the character. 

b   The narrator gives some information about the character but lets the reader 

imagine details. 

c  The narrator comments on the character. 

d  The narrator shows the feelings and thoughts of the character.

MP3

MP3

5

10

5

1 bustled off: left in a 

hurry.

2 pitch: extreme 

height.

3 hob: shelf beside a 

fireplace.

4 run errands: took 

short trips to do 

things.
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TRAINING KIT

Text 5 • Third-person omniscient narrator – intrusive and character presentation

6 Read the following extract of A Christmas Carol (1843), by C. Dickens (> p. B30) 

and answer the questions.

The following extract is the opening of a short novel and the narrator introduces the 

initial situation and the main character.

MARLEY was dead: to begin with. There is no doubt whatever about that. The 

register of his burial was signed by the clergyman, the clerk, the undertaker1, and 

the chief mourner2. Scrooge signed it: and Scrooge’s name was good upon 

’Change3, for anything he chose to put his hand to. Old Marley was as dead as a 

door-nail4.

Mind! I don’t mean to say that I know, of my own knowledge, what there is 

particularly dead about a door-nail. I might have been inclined, myself, to regard 

a coffin-nail as the deadest piece of ironmongery5 in the trade. But the wisdom of 

our ancestors is in the simile; and my unhallowed6 hands shall not disturb it, or 

the Country’s done for. You will therefore permit me to repeat, emphatically, that 

Marley was as dead as a door-nail.

Scrooge knew he was dead? Of course he did. How could it be otherwise? Scrooge 

and he were partners for I don’t know how many years. Scrooge was his sole 

executor, his sole administrator, his sole assign, his sole residuary legatee7, his 

sole friend, and sole mourner. And even Scrooge was not so dreadfully cut up8 by 

the sad event, but that he was an excellent man of business on the very day of the 

funeral, and solemnised it with an undoubted bargain.

The mention of Marley’s funeral brings me back to the point I started from. There 

is no doubt that Marley was dead. This must be distinctly understood, or nothing 

wonderful can come of the story I am going to relate. […]

Scrooge never painted out Old Marley’s name. There it stood, years afterwards, 

above the warehouse door: Scrooge and Marley. The firm was known as Scrooge 

and Marley. Sometimes people new to the business called Scrooge Scrooge, and 

sometimes Marley, but he answered to both names. It was all the same to him.

Oh! But he was a tight-fisted hand at the grind-stone9 Scrooge! a squeezing, 

wrenching10, grasping11, scraping12, clutching13, covetous14, old sinner! Hard and 

sharp as flint15, from which no steel had ever struck out generous fire; secret, and 

self-contained, and solitary as an oyster. The cold within him froze his old 

features, nipped16 his pointed nose, shrivelled17 his cheek, stiffened18 his gait19; 

made his eyes red, his thin lips blue; and spoke out shrewdly20 in his grating21 

voice. A frosty rime22 was on his head, and on his eyebrows, and his wiry23 chin. 

He carried his own low temperature always about with him; he iced his office in 

the dog-days24; and didn’t thaw25 it one degree at Christmas.

1 What was the relationship between Marley and Scrooge? Was Scrooge very upset 

by Marley’s death? 

MP3

5

10

15

20

25

30

1 undertaker: funeral 

director.

2 chief mourner: 

person in charge of 

leading a funeral.

3 good upon, 

’Change: valued at 

the Stock Exchange.

4 door-nail: it. chiodo.

5 ironmongery: things 

made of iron.

6 unhallowed: not 

sacred.

7 legatee: beneficiary.

8 cut up: upset.

9 he was… grind-

stone: miserly, very 

mean. 

10 wrenching: tearing.

11 grasping: grabbing.

12 scraping: rubbing 

away.

13 clutching: catching.

14 covetous: greedy.

15 flint: it. selce, pietra 

focaia.

16 nipped: bit or stung 

with the cold.

17 shrivelled: it. 

corrugava.

18 stiffened: made rigid.

19 gait: manner of 

walking.

20 shrewdly: sharply.

21 grating: unpleasant.

22 rime: ice.

23 wiry: hairy

24 dog-days: hot days 

of summer.

25 thaw: melt, dissolve.
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2 Fill in a chart with information about: Scrooge’s personality and Scrooge's physical 

appearance.

3 Find examples in which the third-person narrator talks about his work, makes 

comments and digressions, addresses the reader, and intrudes in the story. 

4 Is the main character presented through interaction with other characters or 

through what the narrator says?

5 Now complete the text with the words given.

commenting • work • humour • protagonist • appearance • intrusive • cold

The third-person narrator of this extract introduces the …………….. of the story, 

Scrooge, an old, unkind, miserly, lonely and very cold businessman who is interested 

only in his …………….. . His partner in the firm, Marley, died, but this event did not 

upset him very much. In the description of the main character the narrator highlights 

Scrooge’s …………….. personality and how this feature also affects his physical 

…………….. . The narrator is omniscient and …………….. : besides presenting all 

the main aspects of the character and …………….. on them, he appeals to the 

readers and involves them in the narration, he talks about the story he is writing and 

makes a digression about a door-nail to create …………….. .

Text 6 • Non-omniscient narrator

7 Read the following extract from The Killers (1927), by Ernest Hemingway (> p. B182)

The door of Henry’s lunchroom opened and two men came in. They sat down at 

the counter.

“What’s yours?” George asked them.

“I don’t know,” one of the men said. 

“What do you want to eat, Al?” 

“I don’t know,” said Al.

“I don’t know what I want to eat.” 

Outside it was getting dark. The streetlight came on outside the window. The two 

men at the counter read the menu. From the other end of the counter Nick Adams 

watched them. He had been talking to George when they came in. 

“I’ll have a roast pork tenderloin1 with apple sauce and mashed potatoes,” the first 

man said. 

“It isn’t ready yet.” 

“What the hell do you put it on the card for?” 

“That’s the dinner,” George explained. 

“You can get that at six o’clock.” George looked at the clock on the wall behind 

the counter.

“It’s five o’clock.”

1 Which functions does the non-omniscient narrator perform in this extract?

MP3

5

10

15

1 tenderloin: it. filetto
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CHARACTERS, TIME AND SETTING

w   Characters

Novels and short stories portray characters that give life to the plot. Traditionally, characters 

are distinguished between flat and round (> E.M. Forster p. B278). Flat characters show 

one or few traits and do not undergo any development throughout the story, whereas 

round characters have psychological complexity, and change according to the experiences 

they go through. The characters may be portrayed through direct or indirect presentation 

or both. When the narrator or other characters overtly describe their features the 

presentation is direct, whereas when there is no explicit reference to their psychological or 

physical traits, it will be indirect. In this case the characters’ features are highlighted through 

their words, actions and interaction with other characters.

w   Time 

The plot may follow a chronological sequence. However, often authors disrupt this linear 

presentation of events to make their narration more interesting. Flashbacks may be used 

to tell preceding events or set the background and flash-forward to arouse expectations 

about future action and to give hints about what might happen afterwards. Handling of time 

in fiction includes summary, when events are summarised, ellipsis, when certain details are 

cut to create narrative discontinuity, scene, when the narration consists mainly of dialogue 

and stretch, when verbal expression lasts longer than the events themselves, as in the case 

of thought presentation through indirect style (> V. Woolf p. B136).

w   Setting

The setting includes the spatiotemporal circumstances in which the events take place. It 

may be fundamental to understanding the narration or negligible. For example, in the 

extract from The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time (> p. 10), the time and the 

place are clearly and precisely defined at the beginning of the novel and are textually 

prominent because they focus the reader’s attention on the catalyst while they also highlight 

the narrator’s attitude to precise numbers. The setting can be realistic or imaginary and its 

description vague or detailed.

Flat character
GLOSSARY

Round character

Flashback
Flash-forward

Summary

Ellipsis

Scene
Stretch

Setting
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LANGUAGE AND STYLE

w   Style

Style can be defined as the way in which language is used in a literary text. The basic linguistic 

elements of style include lexis, which can be simple or complex, formal or informal, general 

or specific. Lexis comprises nouns, which may be abstract or concrete, adjectives which may 

refer to psychological, physical, visual, auditory, referential, evaluative features, verbs, which 

may be stative or dynamic and adverbs which may define manner, place or time degree. 

Together with lexis, the sentence structure, which may vary in complexity and type, 

determines, the rhythm and the tone of the narration, i.e. the author’s implied attitude to 

the characters. Finally, figurative language, which uses figures of speech, is another 

essential element of style. It implies certain forms of deviation from general norms of 

communication. In this case, words are not employed in their denotative meaning (or 

denotation), what they refer to in the real world, but in their connotative meaning (or 

connotation), which refers to the associations, positive or negative feelings they evoke. For 

instance, the word ‘snake’, denoting a reptile, can connote someone who cheats and 

deceives, and/or someone who is potentially harmful. 

w   Figures of speech

Symbol, metaphor, simile, metonymy and synecdoche are examples of figures of 

speech widely used in literary texts. A symbol is an object which, through convention and 

use, acquires a meaning which allows it to stand for something else. For instance, ‘gold’ 

does not simply denote a type of precious metal as, in time, it has acquired extra meaning 

becoming a symbol of power. A metaphor implies transferring the familiar meaning of one 

word, image, or idea to another. For example, when we talk about ‘the legs of a table’, we 

transfer to an inanimate object the well-known properties and functions of parts of a human 

body. When we directly compare two different things, we are using a simile. In this case, 

the transfer of meaning is more overt as similes are introduced by the words ‘like’, ‘as’. A 

metonymy works by replacing the name of the thing itself with another one with which the 

former is associated. For example, the name Dante can stand for his work; likewise, ‘the 

stage’ can mean the theatrical profession. The synecdoche makes a part stand for the 

whole, as when the word sail is used to refer to a ship.

Symbol

GLOSSARY

SimileMetaphor

Metonymy

Lexis

Synecdoche

Figurative language

Connotative meaning

Denotative meaning
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w   Irony

Irony is a linguistic device, used in everyday life and as well as in literature, in which the meaning 

arises from the contrast between what is being said and what is intended by the speaker/writer. 

It may involve a single word or a sentence but can also extend to the whole literary text.

Irony may be verbal or situational. For example, the phrase “What a lovely weather!” 

pronounced by someone standing under pouring rain, has the common effect of making 

the listener smile. Situational irony involves a contrast between the character’s expectations 

and what happens. An example could be the case of a child who gets trapped by the trick 

he has planned for someone else.

Irony is often used with the intention of making fun of attitudes, behaviours or situations, 

but also of telling unpleasant truth without sounding too straightforward. When irony is used 

to hurt people’s feelings it becomes sarcasm, which implies contempt. 

Jane Austen’s opening lines of Pride and Prejudice (> p. 239) may be quoted as an 

example of verbal irony: 

“It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune, 

must be in want of a wife.” 

The fact that a single and rich man must be necessarily looking for a wife is not “a truth 

universally acknowledged”. As can be clearly understood in the development of the novel, by 

introducing this ironic remark the narrator’s intention is to mock the attitudes of the people living 

in the village where the novel is set, whose main concern is to marry off their daughters. 

Therefore, they are particularly interested in the rich, single man who has just moved to the area. 

An example of situational irony can be found in the following extract from the novel Huckleberry 

Finn (1884) by the American writer Mark Twain. The first-person narrator, young Huckleberry, 

who is brought up by the widow Douglas with the help of Miss Watson tells his experiences:

Then Miss Watson she took me in the closet and prayed, but nothing come of it. She told 

me to pray every day, and whatever I asked for I would get it. But it warn’t1 so. I tried it. 

Once I got a fish-line, but no hooks. It warn’t any good for me without hooks. I tried for the 

hooks three or four times, but somehow I couldn’t make it work. By and by, one day, I 

asked Miss Watson to try for me but she said I was a fool. She never told me why, and I 

couldn’t make it out no way.

In this example irony is created by the discrepancy between what the boy expects to 

receive by praying and what actually happens.

1 warn’t: wasn’t.

A scene from 

The Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn (1960).
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TRAINING KIT

Text 1 • Language and style

1 Read text 1 (> p. 10) and do the following activities.

1 Is the lexis simple or complex? Formal or colloquial? Abstract or concrete?

2 Do sentences have a simple or complex structure?

3 Point out examples of figures of speech. What are they? 

4 Bearing in mind that the protagonist is a child, explain how these stylistic elements 

contribute to his presentation.

Text 5 • Language and style

2 Read again Text 5 (> p. 16) and do the following activities.

1 Is the lexis simple or complex? Formal or colloquial? Abstract or concrete?

2 Do sentences have a simple or complex structure?

3 Explain the meaning of the repetition of 'sole' as referred to Scrooge and his 

relationship with Marley.

4 Point out examples of similes. 

5 Focus on line 6 and explain the pun, i.e. play on words, in the phrase coffin-nail. 

6 Point out examples of metaphors used to describe Scrooge. 

7 Point out an example of synecdoche used to describe Scrooge 

8 What is the predominant semantic field, i.e. set of words related in meaning, used 

in the description of Scrooge? 

9 Highlight the elements through which humour is created in the extract:

• pun 

• repetition 

• accumulation of nouns and adjectives 

• absurd situation

Text 7 • Irony

3 Now read this extract from Oliver Twist (1838) by C. Dickens (> p. B30) and do the 

activities.

Young Oliver, who is an orphan, appears in front of a board of the gentlemen in the 

workhouse where he has been led to start working.

Oliver was frightened at the sight of so many gentlemen, which made him tremble: 

and the beadle gave him another tap behind, which made him cry. These two 

causes made him answer in a very low and hesitating voice; whereupon a 

gentleman in a white waistcoat said he was a fool. Which was a capital way of 

raising his spirits, and putting him quite at his ease.

1 How does Oliver fell in front of the board?

2 How does the gentleman in the white waistcoat treat him?

3 Explain the irony produced by the narrator's comment.

5
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THE SHORT STORY

w   Features

The modern short story emerged in the 19th century as a further development of the short 

tales of writers like Giovanni Boccaccio’s Decameron. Edgar Allan Poe (> p. 363) laid the 

theoretical foundations of the short story by following the principles of the German writers 

Friedrich Schlegel (1772-1829) and Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853). The latter introduced the 

notion of turning point as a distinguishing feature of the short story while from Schlegel, 

Poe developed the definition of the plot as one in which every part must contribute to “the 

unity or totality of interest”. After Edgar Allan Poe, many authors wrote short stories dealing 

with a great variety of themes, employing different styles and introducing technical 

innovations, among them the Russian writer Anton Chekhov (1860-1904) is certainly one 

of the most remarkable. He abandoned the traditional plot with a definite ending to focus 

on psychological insight and to create lifelike short stories which were bound to influence 

the most important short fiction writers of the 20th century like James Joyce (> p. B151), 

Virginia Woolf (> p. B136), Franz Kafka (1883-1924), Katherine Mansfield (1888-1923), 

Ernest Hemingway (> p. B182) and Nadine Gordimer (> p. B295). 

Besides the restricted number of characters, a confined setting and the limited action 

with unity of effect, most short stories display certain features such as the presentation 

of a single theme, the beginning in medias res, the presence of a climax, a limited 

point of view, closed or open endings and sometimes a twist in the tale or surprise 

ending.

w   Subgenres

Short stories can be divided into a variety of subgenres according to the theme they deal 

with. The most common are: fairy tales, often intended for children, they usually feature 

heroic deeds and magical elements in an exotic setting; horror stories, aiming at shocking 

readers or arousing fear, ghost stories, featuring the presence of dead people, detective 

or mystery stories, revolving around the investigation into a crime or a mystery, science 

fiction stories, usually set in an anti-utopian future society, psychological stories, whose 

main focus is the characters’ inner world.

GLOSSARY

Turning point

Climax

Beginning in medias resTwist in the tale
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TRAINING KIT

Text 8 • Features of the short story 

1 Read the following short story, The Accident from Dark Ann and Other Stories 

(1927) by Marjorie Bowen and answer the questions.

Murchison was amazed at the speed with which he escaped from the flaming car, 

across the common1, for he could now see the red blaze2 on the lonely road in the 

distance: they were fools to row3, he and Bargrave, and send the cursed vehicle 

over like that; he had not ceased running since he had felt the first shock of the 

released fire from the wreckage4. 

He wondered why they had quarrelled: the fright had seared5 his memory; but he 

certainly knew he loathed Bargrave; the landscape was oddly6 dim7, like the 

dimness of an eclipse.

Murchison, still fleeing8, suddenly saw Bargrave in front of him, also hurrying - an 

attenuated, grey wisp9 of a Bargrave, blown thin by the forlorn10 breeze.

Murchison yelled in triumph:

‘So you were killed, you silly fool!’

‘Do you think that you’re alive?’ jeered11 the ghost of Bargrave, then Murchison 

knew that he also had no body and that the red flames were not the blaze of the 

burning car but the light of their future destination.

1 What has just happened at the beginning of the story and what is Murchison 

doing? 

2 What was the cause of the accident? 

3 What does Murchison think when he sees Bargrave? Why? 

4 What does Murchison understand at the end of the story? 

5 Read the features of the short story (> p. 22) and decide which of them can be 

found in this one.

6 Define the point of view of the story and explain how this influences the ending. 

7 Read the list of the subgenres of the short story (> p. 22) and decide what 

category this story belongs to? Justify your choice.

8 What is the main theme of the story?  

2 Now complete the text with the words given below.  

tale • event • understands • features • limited • characters • climax

The Accident presents the main ………….. of the short story, begins in medias res, 

when the ………….. which sets it in motion has already happened. Besides, there is 

………….. action in a confined setting. The ………….. are two and the point of view 

is Murchison’s, one of them. In this story the ………….. and the twist in the ………….. 

overlap because through Bargrave’s words Murchison ………….. that he too is dead.

MP3
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1 common: a tract of 

open land, a field.

2 blaze: a strong fire 

or flame.

3 row: quarrel, fight.

4 wreckage: ruins of 

the car.

5 seared: burned.

6 oddly: strangely.

7 dim: indistinct.

8 fleeing: running 

away.

9 wisp: a thin 

fragment of smoke.

10 forlorn: desolate.

11 jeered: laughed 

with derision.
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A Poison Tree

William Blake
Songs of Experience (1794)

Poem 1

This poem shows how it is good to express one’s anger towards a friend and how it 

is bad to repress these same feelings towards an enemy.

A Poison Tree

I was angry with my friend:

I told my wrath1, my wrath did end.

I was angry with my foe2:

I told it not, my wrath did grow.

And I watered it in fears,

Night and morning with my tears;

And I sunned it with smiles,

And with soft deceitful3 wiles4.

And it grew both day and night,

Till it bore an apple bright.

And my foe beheld5 it shine.

And he knew that it was mine,

And into my garden stole

When the night had veiled the pole6;

In the morning glad I see

My foe outstretched7 beneath the tree. 

03

C
D

 1

1 wrath: angry 

indignation.

2 foe: enemy.

3 deceitful: false.

4 wiles: tricks, 

stratagems.

5 beheld: saw.

6 pole: (here) sky.

7 outstretched: 

extended.

5

10

15

Focus ON the text

1 Read the poem and answer the following questions.

1 What did the speaker do when he was angry with his friend? What was the result?

2 How did he behave to his enemy? What was the result?

3 What happened to the enemy one night?

4 What was the speaker’s reaction? 

Focus ON speaking

2 Do you agree with the message conveyed by Blake’s poem? Have you ever 

experienced situations in which lack of communication has had negative effects?
24
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The Mouse’s Tale

Lewis Carroll
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865)

Poem 2 • Concrete poem

The Mouse’s Tale, appears in chapter three of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland 

written by Lewis Carroll.

04

C
D

 1

1 denial: refusal.

2 cur: a dog of mixed 

breed.

Focus ON the text

1 Read the poem and answer the following questions.

1 Who are the protagonists of the poem? 

2 What does the dog want to do to the cat? 

Focus ON speaking

2 Look at the lay-out of the poem and explain the pun in the title.

“Fury said to
The Mouse Tale

a mouse, That
he met in the

house,‘Let
us both go

to law: I
will prose-
cute you.—

Come, I’ll
take no de-

nial¹; We
must have

a trial:
For really

this morning
I’ve nothing
to do.’
Said the
mouse to

the cur²,
‘Such a

trial, dear
sir, With

no jury
or judge

would be 
wasting

our breath.’
‘I’ll be judge

I’ll be jury,’
Said

cunning
old Fury;
‘I’ll try
the whole
cause,

and
condemn

you to
death.’”

Poetry
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RHYTHM AND SOUND

Poetry includes literary texts about all aspects of life written in verse in a concentrated form 

of language which “may violate the generally observed rules of the language in many different 

ways” (G.N. Leech) in order to arouse an emotional response. Poetry may or may not employ 

meter and rhyme. Examples of poetic forms are ballads, sonnets, odes and elegies.

In a poem the meaning is communicated by a specific form, i.e. how the stylistic features, 

contribute to the meaning. For example, in a poem about the horrors of war a poet will use harsh 

sounds and an irregular rhyme scheme to convey a lack of harmony suitable to the content.

w   Lay-out

The lay-out, i.e. how the poem appears on the page, is generally the first element we notice 

when we read a poem. If it is traditional, the poem might be divided into stanzas each 

consisting of a similar number of lines, generally of more or less the same length, which may 

be grouped in a couplet, i.e. two lines, a tercet, i.e. three lines, a quatrain, i.e. four lines, a 

sestet, i.e. six lines, or an octave, eight lines. If the lay-out is not traditional the numbers of 

lines or their length may vary. Visual or concrete poetry is a particular kind of experimental 

poetry in which the meaning is also conveyed also through the lay-out (> p. 25).

The title of a poem is very often significant because, besides capturing the reader’s 

attention, it creates expectations about the content and may give clues to the meaning.

The speaker is the speaking voice in the poem, who may or may not identify with the author.

w   Rhythm

Since poetry is written in verse, rhythm, which is the pattern of regular beat in a language, is 

fundamental. In the English language, rhythm is created by the repetition of unstressed and 

stressed syllables, the parts of words on which the voice falls when they are pronounced. In 

poetry, each pattern of syllables is considered as a poetic unit, or foot, forming the meter.

The most common foot in English poetry is called iamb or iambic foot and consists of an 

unstressed syllable followed by a stressed one. This pattern is very similar to the actual 

rhythm of the English language as can be seen for example in the following sentence: The̽ 

gírl/ is ̽ ín/ the ̽ roóm which consists of three iambic feet and in each of them the voice 

naturally falls on the second syllable.

Much of English verse is written in iambic pentameter since it is formed by five iambic feet. 

In most of his works Shakespeare used this meter. The famous line It ís/ the̽ éast,/ a̽nd Jú/

lie ̽t ís/ the̽ sún, pronounced by Romeo when he sees Juliet in the well-known balcony 

scene, is an example of iambic pentameter. Iambic meter tends to create a flowing rhythm 

and to convey a meditative mood, i.e. overall feeling. 

When poets want to sound assertive they may use trochaic feet or trochees, consisting 

of a stressed syllable followed by an unstressed one as in the famous line by W. Blake from 

The Tyger: tý/ger̽/ tý/ger̽ búrnin̽g/bríght (> p. 280) in which there are three regular trochees 

and an irregular one. Here the trochaic metre creates a hammering rhythm. 

Less common metrical feet are the anapaest, i.e. three syllables and the third one is 

stressed, the dactyl, i.e. three syllables and the first one is stressed, the spondee, i.e. two 

stressed syllables.

Rhythm may also be determined by the use of end-stopped lines, which end with a syntax 

break or run-on-lines or enjambement, in which the syntax proceeds to the following line 

urging the reader to go on and arouse expectations. A caesura is instead a strong pause 

within a line with the function to break the rhythm.  

̽
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w   Rhyme

Lines are said to rhyme in a poem when there is the repetition of the same vowel and 

consonant sounds at the end of the words, like name/fame. This is an example of perfect 

rhyme. When there is a slight variation, e.g. table/miserable, the rhyme is called imperfect. 

Rhymes are generally placed at the end of verses but there may be examples of internal 

rhymes, i.e. rhyming sounds within the same line (> Coleridge, p. 298). Rhymes contribute 

to the musical quality of the poem and when they are perfect they usually suggest harmony.

Blank verse, widely used in Shakespeare’s works, is unrhymed iambic pentameter while 

free verse, i.e. without rhymes, often characterises modern poetry.

w   Alliteration 

Alliteration is the repetition of the same consonant sound in nearby words, usually at the 

beginning of a word, like in Little lamb with the effect of emphasis on the meaning of the 

words.

w   Assonance

Assonance is the repetition of the same vowel sound in a series of words like in 

Wordsworth’s poem I wondered lonely as a cloud (> p. 291) beneath the trees. Use of 

assonance may affect the rhythm of the line and push reading forward.

w   Onomatopoeia

Onomatopoeia refers to words whose meaning is expressed through the sound they 

make when they are pronounced, like murmur or hiss. See for example this line from 

E.A. Poe’s poem The Raven: This I whispered, and an echo murmured back the word, 

“Lenore!” or W. Owen’s poem The Last Laugh which ends with the line the gas hissed.

w   Figurative language 

Other particular examples of figurative language widely used in poetry are the following: 

personification or humanizing metaphor giving human qualities to things, animals or 

abstract concepts. 

Allegory: the presence of different symbols in a literary text joined together for a total 

interpretation, as can be seen in Dante’s Divine Comedy, whose journey through Hell, 

Purgatory and Heaven stands for the soul’s approach to God.

Alliteration Assonance

Onomatopoeia

GLOSSARY Personification

Lay-out
Speaker

Rhythm

Foot

End-stopped line

Enjambement

Rhyme
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TRAINING KIT

Poem 3 • Lay-out: a concrete poem

1 Read the poem 40-Love by Roger McCough and answer the questions.

 40 - Love

middle aged

couple playing

ten nis

when the

game ends

and they

go home

the net

will still

be be

tween them

1 Rewrite the poem as a sentence. 

2 Suggest a possible interpretation for the net between the two partners when they 

are at home? 

3 Explain the pun of the title and its relationship with the lay-out. 

4 Write a concrete poem, you can choose any lay-out which you think suitable to 

express the content of the poem.

Poem 4 • Rhyme and rhythm

2 Read the poem Mrs Moon by Roger McCough and answer the questions.

Mrs Moon 

Mrs Moon

sitting up in the sky

little old lady

rock-a-bye1

with a ball of fading2 light

and silvery needles3

knitting4 the night 

1 What are the elements in common between the moon and an old lady knitting.

You may choose from the following: peaceful atmosphere, frenzy, silence, noise.

2 Why are Mrs Moon’s needles silvery? 

3 Explain the metaphor ‘knitting the night’, choosing from the following.

a  The moon seems to make the night with its silvery beams.

b  The moon seems to work hard to light up the dark night.

c  The moon spreads its beams like the needles of an old lady who knits.

MP3

MP3

5

1 rock-a-bye: it: 

ninna nanna.

2 fading: decreasing, 

disappearing.

3 needles: it: ferri da 

maglia.

4 knitting: it. fare a 

maglia.

5

10
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1 deferred: 

postponed, put off.

2 raisin: a dried 

grape.

3 fester: degenerate.

4 sore: open skin 

infection.

5 run: expand.

6 stink: produce an 

unpleasant smell.

7 rotten: putrid, 

decomposed.

8 crust: harden into 

crust.

9 sags: lose vigour, 

decline.

5

10

4 Point out the rhyme scheme.

5 Define the tone, i.e. the author’s attitude. Choose from the following: light, 

melancholic, angry, humorous, intimate, sad.

6 Underline examples of alliteration and enjambement and decide if they contribute to 

creating a hammering or flowing rhythm.

7 What does the rhythm suggest? Choose one or more from the following.

a  A rocking chair where an old lady is sitting while knitting.

b  A lullaby sung at night to invite children to sleep.

c  A song sung by an old woman while knitting.

Poem 5 • Figurative language and structure

3 Read the poem Harlem by Langston Hughes and answer the questions.

Harlem

What happens to a dream deferred1? 

Does it dry up 

like a raisin2 in the sun? 

Or fester3 like a sore4 — 

And then run5? 

Does it stink6 like rotten7 meat? 

Or crust8 and sugar over — 

like a syrupy sweet? 

Maybe it just sags9 

like a heavy load.

Or does it explode? 

1 Fill in the blanks with the six things that may happen to a dream deferred.

1 ………………………………

2 It degenerates and expands. 

3 ………………………………

4 It hardens into a crust. 

5 …………………………

6 …………………………

2 Focus on the title. Harlem was the New York City neighbourhood where many 

Afro-Americans lived in poor conditions. Can you imagine what their dream was? 

3 Point out the similes and explain the metaphors implicit in the verbs referring to the 

deferred dream by matching each verb from exercise 1 with the following definitions.

a It dies producing negative effects. 

b It leads to growing dissatisfaction and 

it will take a long time to overcome. 

c It may lead to depression and lack

of action. 

d It may cause destruction. 

e It creates the conditions for 

resentment and anger. 

f It is reduced and has lost its vitality, 

it is useless.

4 Point out alliteration and mark the rhyme scheme in the poem.

MP3
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POETIC FORMS

w   Sonnets

Sonnets are verse forms consisting of fourteen lines and which follow a specific rhyme 

scheme. Sonnets arose in Italy and in the 14th century they reached their highest 

expression in Francesco Petrarch’s Canzoniere. The Italian or Petrarchan sonnet is formed 

by an octave or two quatrains rhyming abba abba and a sestet or two tercets rhyming cde 

cde (> p. 157). In the octave the poet usually introduces and develops a situation or a 

question, and in line 9 there is often a turning point, generally introduced by yet or but 

leading to the change of tone, presentation of a solution or comment on the situation.

Sonnets reached England through French poets and became extremely popular as poetic 

forms. Typically, they expressed the poet’s love for a beautiful, often inaccessible, mistress. 

They were written in iambic pentameter with variations of the Italian sonnet rhyme scheme. 

Shakespeare established the main model for the English sonnet, consisting of three 

rhyming quatrains abab cdcd, efef, and a final couplet rhyming gg (> p. 150). Throughout 

the centuries poets have continued to write sonnets following the Italian or the 

‘Shakespearean’ (‘English’) sonnet’s models.

w   Ballads

Ballads are narrative, popular verse forms which emerged in the Middle Ages. Originally, 

they were meant to be sung accompanied by music. Their authors remained anonymous 

as ballads were handed down orally from generation to generation and were only written 

down in the 18th century, accounting for the many different existing versions of the same 

ballad. Ballads are characterised by much repetition, a refrain, i.e. a phrase or verse 

recurring at intervals, and a regular four-line stanza rhyming abcb, or aa bb, to favour 

memorisation. Among the most common themes are love, death, war, heroic deeds and 

supernatural events. The narrative structure is generally quite simple and there is often an 

abrupt shift from narration to dialogue. The language, which sometimes presents dialect 

words, is characterised by vivid and concrete images. During the XIX and XX centuries 

poets continued to devote themselves to this poetic form following the conventions of the 

traditional ballad and dealing with different themes, but always giving thier ballads popular 

flavour (> The Rime of the Ancient Mariner by S.T. Coleridge, p. 298 and La Belle Dame 

Sans Merci by J. Keats, p. 318).

Sonnet

GLOSSARY Petrarchan sonnet

Shakespearean sonnet

Ballad
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